
 
                                                                                                                                     
 

 

 
Serious Issues for Serious Times 

 
 
A long list of issues converges on ALA's Dallas convention, October 17-19 in Irving, 
Texas.  
 
Federal budgetary, marketplace and political issues are driving a re-shaping of the 
military resale business.  
 
These dynamics are spinning off multiple issues that directly affect the business of 
military resale.  
 
Over the past year, ALA's impact workshops, exchange meetings and commissary 
meetings have provided tremendous insights into the myriad changes taking place. 
Dallas brings it all together with representatives from all commodity business 
sectors and all players involved in the supply chain for resale programs.  
 
All of the resale agencies will be represented: Coast Guard, Marine Corps, VCS, 
AAFES, DeCA, and NEXCOM.  
 
In Dallas, you'll hear about:  

 
Business and Patron Issues at the Convention  

 Emerging requirements and opportunities for business in the future military resale 
programs.  

 The changing military market demographic and its effect on business.  
 Methods being employed to meet the needs of this changing demographic.  
 Military strategic initiatives, such as force structure changes and their effect on the 

resale system.  
 Patron concern about their resale benefits.  
 Changes to alcohol policies within the military and their effect on consumption.  
 New Congressional authority to combine nonappropriated and appropriated funds and 

implications on resale businesses.  
 Presidential transition and the effect on changes to leadership in Federal agencies.  
 On-going reviews by the General Accounting Office of the resale system, key findings to 

date and implications for the business of resale.  

Exchanges Issues at the Convention  

 Efforts to improve and expand e-commerce.  
 Supply chain changes to fulfill e-commerce.  
 Exchange and VCS cooperation to open up the Veterans community to the resale 

system. 
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 Impact of the Service Contract Act on exchange subcontractors.  
 Impact of labor board rulings for on base franchises.  
 Changes to sourcing of athletic shoes and impact on exchanges.  
 On-going ability of exchanges to fund community support programs.  
 Impact of changes to tobacco policies and effects on exchanges and dividends.  
 Changes to policies and procedures for stocking shelves in commissaries.  
 Efforts by the exchanges to partner with industry to enhance both brick-and-mortar and 

e-commerce programs.  
 Prognosis of introducing the exchange credit card into commissaries.  
 Changes to overseas sourcing policies for exchange products.  
 Status of the continuation of appropriations for exchanges.  
 Revenue enhancement and expense reduction targets that are being imposed on 

exchanges and implications for future business.  
 Effect of labor rule changes on exchanges.  
 Efforts by exchanges to introduce new products and services to exchange patrons.  

Commissary Issues at the Convention  

 Transition from the current cost-plus 5% pricing approach for commissaries to variable 
pricing.  

 Who is the Boston Consulting Group and what is their relationship to the military's resale 
programs?  

 DeCA's category optimization process and defining new assortments and identifying 
brands considered as likely candidates for Cost of goods negotiations.  

 Commissary transformation and implications for supply chain support.  
 Introduction of private label into commissaries.  
 Changes to the pricing formulas for commissaries and plans for rolling out category and 

store based variable pricing.  
 Commissary efforts to overhaul the process for measuring patron savings and 

implications for commissary transformation.  
 BCG recommendations to reduce number of national brands, build deeper relationship 

with manufacturers, introduce private label and sell at a margin greater than 5%, and 
simplifying shelf space, improving merchandising and reducing cost of goods, and local 
sourcing.  

 Processes for engagement with industry by DeCA to reduce supply chain costs and 
transition cost recovery programs from theory into practice.  

 Future of the DeCA workforce to include changing status of employees to 
nonappropriated fund.  

 DeCA plans for outreach to industry and patron groups regarding their transformation 
initiatives.  

 Plans to expand commissary operating hours.  
 Changes to the advertising policies.  

DoD Trans-Resale Issues at the Convention  

 Opening resale programs to DoD civilians and their families?  
 DoD's findings on willingness of local retailers to offer discounts to military at off-base 

establishments.  
 Defense findings on the proposal to close commissary stores in close proximity to each 

other.  



 Status of the plastic bag ban on military bases.  
 Effect of tightening access to bases and effect on business.  
 The future of commissary and exchange collaboration.  
 The future of military basing including Defense plans for base closures.  
 DoD's efforts to re-shape existing military bases and enter into negotiations on more 

public/private arrangements.  
 Changes to oversight in the Pentagon to include the establishment and operation of the 

Defense Resale Business Optimization Board.  
 Commissary and exchange construction programs.  
 The DoD's Budget Neutrality report and implications on funding and operations going 

forward.  
 Processes for using DeCA revenue accruing from transformation to offset DeCA 

operating expenses.  
 The glide path for funding and its impact on the pace of commissary transformation. 
 Status of Congressional direction on establishing common back-end business process 

for exchange and commissaries.  

Elections/Political Developments Affecting Resale at the Convention  

 What does the next Administration hold for the future of the military resale system?  
 The political impetus for privatizing commissaries.  
 Implications on business from converting DeCA to a nonappropriated fund 

instrumentality  
 Impact of the Affordable Care Act on exchange labor costs and earnings.  
 What's behind and ahead for the Senate Armed Services Committee's emphasis on 

privatization?  
 How will the Congressional and Senate elections shape the resale system?  
 What happens to resale if the Democrats take back control of the U.S. Senate?  
 DoD and congressional plans for funding commissaries and exchanges.  
 Attitude of the appropriations committees in the new Congress toward the resale system.  
 Status of the on-going conference between the House and Senate on major authorities 

being provided to commissaries and exchanges.  
 Efforts by the Association to educate policy-makers on impact of changes to the resale 

system.  
 Beneficiary group concerns and efforts to present these concerns to Congress.  
 Implications of the new authority provided by Congress for inter-resale support 

agreements and implications on the acquisition process resulting from this initiative.  
 Congressional efforts to guarantee savings to patrons and continue to underwrite 

commissary and exchange benefits.  
 The future of Congressional oversight of the resale programs.  
 Legislative triggers that occur when certain milestones are met in DeCA.  
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